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A b s t r a c t .  The Java M odeling Language (JM L) can be 
used to  specify the detailed design of Java classes and 
interfaces by adding annotations to  Java source files. The 
aim  of JM L is to  provide a specification language th a t is 
easy to  use for Java program m ers and th a t is supported  
by a wide range of tools for specification type-checking, 
runtim e debugging, sta tic  analysis, and verification.
This paper gives an overview of the m ain ideas be­
hind JM L, details about JM L ’s wide range of tools, and 
a glimpse into existing applications of JML.
1 I n t r o d u c t io n
JM L [57,58], the  Java M odeling Language, is useful for 
specifying detailed designs of Java classes and interfaces. 
JM L is a behavioral interface specification language for 
Java; th a t is, it specifies b o th  the behavior and the syn­
tactic  interface of Java code. The syntactic interface of a 
Java class or interface consists of its m ethod signatures, 
the  names and types of its fields, etc. This is w hat is 
commonly m eant by an application program m ing in ter­
face (A PI). The behavior of such an API can be pre­
cisely docum ented in JM L annotations; these describe 
the  intended way th a t program m ers should use the API. 
In term s of behavior, JM L can detail, for example, the 
preconditions and postconditions for m ethods as well as 
class invariants, in the  Design by Contract style [73].
An im portan t goal for the  design of JM L is th a t it 
should be easily understandable by Java program m ers. 
This is achieved by staying as close as possible to  Java 
syntax  and semantics. A nother im portan t design goal is 
th a t JM L not impose any particu lar design m ethodology 
on users; instead, JM L should be able to  docum ent Java 
program s designed in any m anner.
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The work on JM L was s ta rted  by G ary Leavens and 
his colleagues and students a t Iowa S tate  University. It 
has since grown into a cooperative, open effort. Several 
groups worldwide are now building tools th a t support 
the JM L no tation  and are involved w ith the ongoing 
design of JM L. For an up-to-date  list, see the  JM L web­
site, w w w .jm lsp ecs.o rg . The open, cooperative nature  
of the JM L effort is im portan t b o th  for tool developers 
and users, and we welcome partic ipation  by others. For 
poten tia l users, the fact th a t there are several tools sup­
porting  the same no tation  is clearly an advantage. For 
tool developers, using a common syntax and sem antics 
can make it much easier to  get users interested. A fter all, 
one of the biggest hurdles to  using a new specification- 
centric tool is often the lack of fam iliarity w ith the  as­
sociated specification language.
The next section introduces the 
JM L notation. Sections 3 th rough 7 
then  discuss the tools currently  avail­
able for JM L in more detail. Section 8 
discusses the applications of JM L in 
the dom ain of Java Card, the Java 
dialect for program m ing sm artcards.
Section 9 discusses some related  lan­
guages and tools, and Section 10 con­
cludes.
2 T h e  J M L  N o ta t io n
JM L blends Eiffel’s Design by Contract approach [73] 
w ith the  Larch trad ition  [41,20,56] (both  of which share 
features and ideas w ith VDM [52]).1 Because JM L sup­
ports quantifiers such as \ f o r a l l  and \ e x i s t s ,  and be­
cause JM L allows model (i.e., specification-only) fields
1 JML also has takes some features from the refinement calculus
[75], which we do not discuss in this paper.
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and m ethods, specifications can easily be m ade more 
precise and com plete th an  is typical for Eiffel software. 
However, following Eiffel’s use of its expression syntax in 
assertions, JM L uses Java’s expression syntax  in asser­
tions; th is makes JM L ’s no tation  easier for program m ers 
to  learn th an  notations based on a language-independent 
specification language, such as the Larch Shared Lan­
guage [58,59] or OCL [91].
Figure 1 gives an example of a JM L specification th a t 
illustrates its m ain features. JM L assertions are w ritten  
as special annotation  com m ents in Java code, either after 
//@ or between /*@ . . .  @*/, so th a t they  are ignored 
by Java compilers b u t can be used by tools th a t sup­
p o rt JM L. W ith in  annotation  comments, JM L extends 
the  Java syntax w ith several keywords—in the example 
in Figure 1, the  JM L keywords i n v a r ia n t ,  r e q u i r e s ,  
a s s ig n a b le ,  e n su re s , and s ig n a l s  are used. It also ex­
tends Java’s expression syntax w ith several operators— 
in the  exam ple \ f o r a l l ,  \o ld ,  and \ r e s u l t  are used; 
these begin w ith a backslash so they  do not clash w ith 
existing Java identifiers.
The central ingredients of a JM L specification are 
preconditions (given in r e q u i r e s  clauses), postcondi­
tions (given in e n s u re s  clauses), and invariants. These 
are all expressed as boolean expressions in JM L ’s exten­
sion to  Java’s expression syntax.
In addition to  normal postconditions, the language 
also supports exceptional postconditions, specified us­
ing s ig n a l s  clauses. These can be used to  specify w hat 
m ust be true  when a m ethod throw s an exception. For 
example, the  s ig n a l s  clause in Figure 1’s d e b i t  m ethod 
specifies th a t d e b i t  m ay throw  a P u rse E x c e p tio n  and 
th a t the  balance will not change in th a t case (as specified 
by the use of the  \ o l d  keyword).
The a s s ig n a b le  clause for the m ethod d e b i t  spec­
ifies a frame condition, nam ely th a t d e b i t  will assign 
only to  the b a la n c e  field. A lthough not a trad itional 
p a rt of Design by C ontract languages like Eiffel, such 
frame conditions are essential for verification of code 
when using some of the  tools described later.
There are m any additional features of JM L th a t are 
not used in the  example in Figure 1. We briefly discuss 
the  m ost im portan t of these below.
— Model variables, which play the role of abstrac t val­
ues for abstrac t d a ta  types [23], allow specifications 
th a t hide im plem entation details. For example, if in­
stead of a class P u rse , we were specifying an in ter­
face P u r s e ln te r f a c e ,  we could introduce the bal­
ance as such a model variable. A class im plem enting 
this interface could then  specify how th is model field 
is related  to  the  class’s particu lar representation  of 
balance.
— JM L comes w ith an extensive library  th a t provides 
Java types th a t can be used for describing behavior 
m athem atically. This library  includes such concepts 
as sets, sequences, and relations. I t is sim ilar to  li­
braries of m athem atical concepts found in VDM, Z, 
LSL, or OCL, bu t allows such concepts to  be used di­
rectly  in assertions, since they  are em bodied as Java 
objects.
— The sem antics of JM L forbids side-effects in asser­
tions. This b o th  allows assertion checks to  be used 
safely during debugging and supports m athem ati­
cal reasoning about assertions. This sem antics works 
conservatively, by allowing a m ethod  to  be used in 
assertions only if it is declared as p u re , m eaning the 
m ethod does not have any side-effects and does not 
perform  any inpu t or ou tp u t [58]. For example, if 
there is a m ethod g e tB a la n c e ()  th a t is declared as 
pure ,
/*@ p u re  @*/ i n t  g e tB a la n c e ()  { . . .  }
then  th is m ethod can be used in the specification 
instead of the  field b a la n c e .
— Finally, JM L supports the Java modifiers ( p r iv a te ,  
p ro te c te d ,  and p u b lic )  th a t control visibility of 
specifications. For example, an invariant can be de­
clared to  be p r o te c te d  if it is not observable by 
clients bu t is intended for use by program m ers of 
subclasses. (Technically the invariants and m ethod 
specifications in the Purse example of Figure 1 have 
default or package visibility, and thus would only be 
visible to  code in the same package.)
3 T o o ls  fo r  J M L
For a specification language, ju s t as for a program m ing 
language, a range of tools is necessary to  address the 
various needs of the specification language’s users such 
as reading, writing, and checking JM L annotations.
The m ost basic tool support for JM L is parsing and 
typechecking. This already provides an advantage over 
informal comments, as parsing and typechecking will 
catch any typos, type incom patibilities, references to  
nam es th a t no longer exist, etc. The JM L checker (jm l) 
developed at Iowa S tate  University perform s parsing and 
typechecking of Java program s and their JM L annota­
tions, and m ost of the o ther tools m entioned below in­
corporate this functionality.
The rest of th is paper describes the various tools 
th a t are currently  available for JM L. The following ca t­
egorization serves also as an organization for the  imme­
diately following sections of th is paper. We distinguish 
tools for checking of assertions a t runtim e, tools for s ta t­
ically checking of assertions (at or before compile-time), 
tools for generating specifications, and tools for docu­
m entation.
3.1 R untim e assertion checking and testing
One way of checking the correctness of JM L specifica­
tions is by runtim e assertion checking, i.e., sim ply run-
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pub lic  c la ss  Purse {
f in a l  in t  MAX_BALANCE; 
in t  balance;
//@ in v a ria n t 0 <= balance && balance <= MAX_BALANCE; 
by te[] p in ;
/*@ in v a ria n t p in  != n u ll && p in .le n g th  == 4
@ && ( \ f o r a l l  in t  i ;  0 <= i  && i  < 4;
@ 0 <= p in [ i]  && p in [ i]  <= 9);
@*/
/*@ req u ire s  amount >= 0 ;
@ assignab le  balance;
@ ensures balance == \o ld (ba lance) -  amount 
@ && \ r e s u l t  == balance;
@ s ig n a ls  (PurseException) balance == \o ld (b a lan ce );
@*/
in t  d e b i t ( in t  amount) throws PurseException {
i f  (amount <= balance) { balance -= amount; re tu rn  balance; } 
e lse  { throw new PurseException("overdrawn by " + amount); }
}
/*@ req u ire s  p != n u ll  && p .le n g th  >= 4;
@ assignab le  \no th ing ;
@ ensures \ r e s u l t  <==> ( \ f o r a l l  in t  i ;  0 <= i  && i  < 4;
@ p in [ i]  == p [ i ] ) ;
@*/
boolean checkPin(byte[] p) { 
boolean re s  = tru e ;
fo r  ( in t  i=0; i  < 4; i++) { re s  = re s  && p in [ i]  == p [ i ] ;  } 
re tu rn  re s ;
}
/*@ req u ire s  0 < mb && 0 <= b && b <= mb
@ && p != n u ll  && p .le n g th  == 4
@ && ( \ f o r a l l  in t  i ;  0 <= i  && i  < 4;
@ 0 <= p [ i]  && p [ i]  <= 9);
@ assignab le  MAX_BALANCE, balance, p in ;
@ ensures MAX_BALANCE == mb && balance == b
@ && ( \ f o r a l l  in t  i ;  0 <= i  && i  < 4; p [ i]  == p in [ i ] ) ;  
@*/
P u rse ( in t mb, in t  b, by te[] p) {
MAX_BALANCE = mb; balance = b; p in  = (b y te [])  p .c lo n e () ;
}
}
F ig . 1. Example JML specification
ning the Java code and testing for violations of JM L as­
sertions. Such runtim e assertion checks are accomplished 
by using the JM L compiler jrnlc (Section 4.1).
Given th a t one often w ants to  do runtim e assertion 
checking in the  testing phase, there is also a jm lu n it tool 
(Section 4.2), which combines runtim e assertion checking 
w ith un it testing.
3.2 S ta tic  checking and verification
More am bitious th an  testing  if the  code satisfies the 
specifications a t runtim e is verifying th a t the  code sa t­
isfies its specification statically. This can give more as­
surance in the correctness of code as it establishes the 
correctness for all possible execution paths, whereas run­
tim e assertion checking is lim ited by the execution paths 
exercised by the  test suite being used. Of course, correct­
ness of a program  w ith respect to  a given specification is 
not decidable in general. Any verification tool m ust trade
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off the  level of autom ation it offers (i.e., the  ability  to  
dispense w ith user interaction) and the com plexity of the 
properties and code th a t it can handle. There are several 
tools for statically  checking or verifying JM L assertions, 
providing different levels of au tom ation  and supporting 
different levels of expressivity in specifications:
— The program  checker E SC /Ja va  (Section 5.1) can 
autom atically  detect certain  common errors in Java 
code and check relatively simple assertions.
— E SC /Java2  (Section 5.2) extends E SC /Ja va  to  sup­
po rt more of the JM L syntax and to  add other func­
tionality.
— The LO O P  tool (Section 5.3) transla tes code anno­
ta ted  w ith JM L specifications to  proof obligations 
th a t one can then  try  to  prove using the theorem  
prover PVS. The LO O P  tool can handle more com­
plex specifications and code th an  autom atic checkers 
like E SC /Ja va  can, bu t a t the  price of more user 
interaction.
— The program  checker J A C K  (Section 5.4) offers simi­
lar functionality  to  E S C /Ja va , b u t is more am bitious 
in a ttem pting  real program  verification.
3.3 Generating specifications
In addition to  these tools for checking specifications, 
there are also tools th a t help a developer w rite JM L 
specifications, w ith the aim  of reducing the cost and ef­
fort of producing JM L specifications:
— The Daikon  tool (Section 6.1) infers likely invariants 
by observing the  runtim e behavior of a program .
— The H oudini tool (Section 6.2) postulates anno ta­
tions for code, then  uses E SC /Java  to  check them .
— The jmlspec tool can produce a skeleton of a spec­
ification file from Java source and can com pare the 
interfaces of two different files for consistency.
3.4 D ocum entation
Finally, in spite of all the  tools m entioned above, u lti­
m ately  hum an beings m ust read and understand  JM L 
specifications. Since JM L specifications are also m eant 
to  be read and w ritten  by ordinary  Java program m ers, it 
is im portan t to  support the  conventional ways th a t these 
program m ers create and use docum entation. The jm l- 
doc tool (Section 7.1) produces browsable HTM L pages 
containing b o th  the  API and the specifications for Java 
code, in the style of pages generated by javadoc [38].
4 R u n t im e  A s s e r t io n  C h e c k in g  a n d  T e s tin g
The m ost obvious way to  use JM L annotations is to  test 
them  at runtim e and report any detected  violations. In 
th is section we discuss two tools, jm lc  and jm lu n it , th a t 
work th is way.
4.1 R untim e A ssertion  Checking
4.1.1 Overview and Goals
The goal of the JM L compiler, jm lc , also known as the 
runtim e assertion checker, is to  find inconsistencies be­
tween specifications and code by executing assertions at 
runtim e. The overall approach is to  find such inconsis­
tencies dynamically, by executing JM L ’s assertions while 
the program  runs and notifying the  user of any assertion 
violations. As w ith o ther runtim e assertion checkers, one 
norm ally hopes to  find th a t the  code is incorrect w ith re­
spect to  the specification. However, it m ay also be th a t 
the specification itself is incorrect (w ith respect to  w hat 
the user has in m ind), bu t the code is correct. F ind­
ing problem s in specifications is im portan t for keeping 
the specifications accurate and up-to-date; th is solves a 
common problem  w ith informal docum entation, which 
cannot be m echanically checked against the  program .
An im portan t requirem ent for the runtim e assertion 
checker is th a t it be good a t isolating problems, in the 
sense th a t users of the  tool should be able to  quickly 
pinpoint w hat in either the  code or specifications m ust 
be changed to  correct an inconsistency. For th is purpose, 
jm lc  m ust provide inform ation th a t is helpful for users. 
This includes b o th  sta tic  inform ation, such as w hat p arts  
of the specification were violated and where in the pro­
gram  the violation was detected, as well as dynam ic in­
form ation about the values of variables and w hat m ethod 
calls led to  the violation (a stack backtrace).
It is also helpful, for isolating problems, if the runtim e 
assertion checker can execute as large a subset of the 
JM L language as possible.
The runtim e assertion checker m ust also be trustw or­
thy, in the sense th a t it m ust not generate false reports 
of assertion violations. T h a t is, every assertion violation 
m ust be a report of an assertion th a t is false, according 
to  the JM L semantics. In m eeting th is goal, the  runtim e 
assertion checker can fail to  report assertions th a t m ight 
be false. For example, JM L includes a way to  w rite in­
formal descriptions in assertions; these informal descrip­
tions are merely pieces of English tex t, and so only a hu­
m an reader can decide w hether they  are tru e  or false. If 
the runtim e assertion checker were to  assume some par­
ticular t ru th  value for these it m ight report an assertion 
violation when none actually  existed. In such cases it is 
b e tte r for the  runtim e assertion checker to  not report a 
violation. Similarly, it is also acceptable for the runtim e 
assertion checker to  not execute some p a rts  of assertions, 
especially in postconditions. However, not being able to  
execute some precondition could cause a m ethod to  fail 
unexpectedly; thus jm lc  should give a w arning for non­
executable preconditions. In sum m ary, it is b e tte r  if the 
runtim e assertion checker can execute all assertions and 
find all assertion violations, bu t th is is a goal th a t can 
be increm entally approached during the developm ent of 
the tool.
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An im portan t goal of the runtim e assertion checker is 
th a t its work should be transparen t when no assertions 
are violated. T ha t is, except for tim e and space m ea­
surem ents, a correct program  compiled w ith jm lc  should 
behave ju s t as if compiled w ith a norm al Java compiler. 
The transparency  of runtim e assertion checking is aided 
by JM L ’s design, as assertions are not allowed to  have 
any side-effects [59].
A lthough jm lc  does not have to  be used w ith any 
particu lar methodology, there are some general ideas for 
using such tools th a t are helpful for beginners [73]. A 
basic technique for using the runtim e assertion checker 
is to  first specify preconditions for the norm al behavior 
of m ethods. This is easily done and helps ensure th a t 
all m ethods are called in expected states. For debugging 
purposes, it is also im portan t to  add to S t r in g  m ethods 
to  all types involved, so th a t jm lc  can display object 
values in violation messages. Following this, one could 
define invariants th a t describe the legal sta tes of objects 
of each class (see Section 6.1 for more on th is topic). To 
help debug im plem entations, one can then  advance to  
describing norm al postconditions for m ethods. If one is 
describing a lib rary  for un trusted  clients, it m ay also be 
useful to  docum ent when various exceptions are throw n 
by w riting exceptional postconditions.
4.1.2 Design of the  Tool
The JM L compiler was developed a t Iowa S tate  Univer­
sity  as an extension to  the M ultiJava compiler [24]. It 
compiles Java program s anno ta ted  w ith JM L specifica­
tions into Java bytecode [19,21]. The compiled bytecode 
includes instructions th a t check JM L specifications such 
as preconditions, norm al and exceptional postconditions, 
invariants, and history  constraints.
Because the JM L language provides such a rich set 
of specification facilities, it presents new challenges in 
runtim e assertion checking. One of these challenges th a t 
the  current tool m eets is supporting  abstrac t specifica­
tions w ritten  in term s of specification-only declarations 
such as model fields, ghost fields, and model m ethods. 
This aspect of the JM L compiler represents a significant 
advance over the  s ta te  of the  a rt in runtim e assertion 
checking as represented by Design by C ontract tools such 
as Eiffel [73] or by Java tools such as iC ontract [55] or 
Jass [9]. O ther advances over such tools include (stateful) 
interface specifications, m ultiple inheritance of specifica­
tions from interfaces, various forms of quantifiers and set 
com prehension notation , support for strong and weak 
behavioral subtyping [68,28], and a contextual in terpre­
ta tio n  of undefinedness [21].
4.1.3 Exam ple
The specifications and code in Figure 1 were debugged 
using the runtim e assertion checker in com bination w ith 
the  un it testing  tool described in Section 4.2.3. Using
jm lc  on the  example is straightforw ard; the  user simply 
tells the  tool to  compile the  P u r s e . ja v a  file and then  
runs a test driver using jm lrac  as the v irtual machine. 
The jm lrac  com m and is a version of the  ja v a  com m and 
th a t knows about the  necessary runtim e libraries for run­
tim e assertion checking. A ssertion violations are printed 
as messages on the console. We discuss details of this 
kind of testing  in Section 4.2.3.
4.1.4 Experience
The runtim e assertion checker is one of the  m ost widely 
used JM L tools. I t has been used on several case stu d ­
ies. One of the  m ost dem anding of these case studies 
is the  checking of the  built-in  model types for JM L it­
self, which have very rich and com plete specifications. It 
has been used in several undergraduate  classes, bu t in 
those cases it has also been used for simple, Design by 
C ontract style, specifications. It has also been used in 
several of the o ther case studies m entioned in the  rest 
of th is paper. I t seems to  be helpful to  use the runtim e 
assertion checker before doing serious program  verifica­
tion, to  make sure th a t the  easily found bugs are removed 
before spending the effort to  do verification.
In sum, the  JM L compiler brings program m ing ben­
efits to  formal interface specifications by allowing Java 
program m ers to  use JM L specifications as practical and 
effective tools for debugging, testing, and Design by Con­
trac t.
4.1.5 Future Work
One of the  m ain issues in the future work on jm lc  is im­
proving bo th  the  speed of com pilation and the speed of 
executing runtim e assertion checks. For the la tte r, there 
seem to  be several simple things th a t can be done to  im­
prove execution speed. For example, caching the values 
of model fields instead of recom puting them  in several 
places w ithin an assertion would be helpful.
A nother direction for future work is being pursued 
at V irginia Tech by Stephen Edw ards and his student 
Roy Tan. T hey are building a version of the JM L com­
piler th a t produces separate bytecode files for the  nor­
mal code and for a runtim e assertion checking w rapper. 
Separating the runtim e assertion checking code into this 
w rapper has several advantages. In particular, decisions 
about w hat classes should be checked can be m ade while 
the program  executes. I t will also enable the  addition of 
runtim e checks to  code for which the source code is not 
available.
4.1.6 Availability
The runtim e assertion checker is p a rt of the  m ain JM L 
toolset available via w w w .jm lspecs.o rg , which is devel­
oped as an open source project hosted a t S ou rceF orge . 
n e t.
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4.2.1 Overview and Goals
A formal specification can be viewed as a test oracle [84, 
3], and JM L ’s runtim e assertion checker can be used as 
the  decision procedure for the  test oracle [22]. This idea 
has been im plem ented as a un it testing  tool for Java, 
jm lu n it , by combining JM L w ith the popular un it testing  
tool JU nit [10].
The m ain goal of the  jm lu n it tool is to  significantly 
au tom ate  unit testing  of Java code. More specifically, 
the  goal is to  free the  program m er from w riting the code 
th a t decides w hether un it tests pass or fail.
4.2.2 Design of the  Tool
The jm lu n it  tool, developed a t Iowa S tate  University, 
generates JU nit test classes th a t rely on the JM L run ­
tim e assertion checker. The test classes send messages 
to  objects of the  Java classes under test. The testing 
code catches assertion violation errors from such m ethod 
calls to  decide if the  test d a ta  violate the precondition 
of the m ethod under test; such assertion violation er­
rors do not constitu te  test failures. W hen the m ethod 
under test satisfies its precondition, bu t otherwise has 
an assertion violation, then  the im plem entation failed to  
m eet its specification, and hence the  test d a ta  detects 
a failure [22]. In o ther words, the generated test code 
serves as a test oracle whose behavior is derived from 
the  specified behavior of the  class being tested.
The user is still responsible for generating test data; 
however, the generated test classes make it easy for the 
user to  supply th is data . The tool comes w ith a frame­
work th a t includes sample test d a ta  for the  built-in  Java 
value types. This framework allows one to  combine, fil­
ter, and compose test d a ta  in several different ways to  
create a variety of tests. In addition, the  user can supply 
handw ritten  JU nit test m ethods if desired. Such hand­
w ritten  tests are useful for exploring com binations of 
m ethod  calls th a t the au tom atic testing  ignores.
4.2.3 Exam ple
In th is subsection we discuss runtim e assertion check­
ing and unit testing w ith jm lu n it , based on Figure 1. 
To do unit testing  w ith jm lu n it , one first runs the jm ­
lunit tool on the P u r s e . ja v a  file (technically, one has 
to  use an option to  tell the  tool to  test m ethods and 
constructors w ith package visibility). This produces a 
file, Purse_JM L _T estD ata.java, into which test d a ta  is 
placed, and another file Purse_JM L _T est.java, which 
contains a driver to  run  the tests. In the  first file we 
supplied d a ta  of the various types used as argum ents to  
the  m ethods being tested; th is consists of integers (0,
1, -1, -22, etc.), P u rse  objects (such as n u l l  and new 
P u r s e ( 1 ,1 ,p ) , where p is a 4-element array  of bytes),
4.2 Unit Testing and fresh byte arrays (such as n u l l ,  new b y te [ ]  {}, new 
b y te [ ]  {0 , 0 , 0}, and new b y te [ ]  {0 , 0 , 0 , 0}). To
run  the tests, one first compiles the  classes being tested  
w ith jm lc  (using a special option to  flag unhandled and 
unspecified exceptions as errors); then  the classes pro­
duced by jm lu n it are compiled w ith a norm al Java com­
piler; finally one executes the  autom atically-generated 
driver class, Purse_JML_Test, using jmlrac.
If all the  annotations are removed from Figure 1, then  
the un it testing  process described in the previous para­
graph does not detect any errors. This is because the 
unit testing  tool is only testing  for violations of asser­
tions and, if there are no assertions, then  no violations 
are detected. This illustrates the im portan t observation 
th a t the  quality  of the  testing  th a t jm lu n it provides is 
only as good as the specifications.
Consider a version of Figure 1 th a t only includes the 
preconditions of the m ethods and the constructor, bu t 
om its the  invariants, the frame axioms, and all the nor­
mal and exceptional postconditions. Testing of P u rse  
produces 11 failures, all of which are sim ilar to  th a t 
shown in Figure 2. (P rin ting  of P u rse  objects is handled 
by adding the obvious t o S t r in g  m ethod to  the  code in 
Figure 1.)
This error is the  result of not specifying (i.e., delet­
ing) the exceptional postconditions of the  d e b i t  m ethod. 
It shows th a t the condition in an exceptional postcondi­
tion can be alternatively  considered as the negation of 
a precondition for norm al behavior; which makes sense, 
because throw ing an exception is not norm al behavior. 
If the  precondition of the  d e b i t  m ethod  is changed to  
the following:
amount >= 0 && amount <= b a la n c e
then  all of these failures go away. This also happens if 
the d e b i t  m ethod has the exceptional postcondition re­
stored from Figure 1, which tells the runtim e assertion 
checker th a t such exceptions are expected.
This kind of testing  is also effective a t finding various 
omissions in preconditions. For example, if the  precon­
dition in the  ch eck P in  m ethod or the  constructor th a t 
specifies th a t the array  m ust be of an appropriate length 
is om itted, then  the tests  will encounter failures.
Checking preconditions will not show places where 
the code is wrong, unless one m ethod in the code calls 
another incorrectly. For the  m ost part, errors in code are 
revealed by adding either invariants or postconditions. 
If we add the invariants back into the  version of P u rse , 
bu t still leave out the  postconditions, then  testing  can 
detect om itted  in itialization of the MAX_BALANCE field in 
the constructor (although Java itself detects missing ini­
tializations of final fields, so for JM L to  detect th is error, 
one also has to  om it the f i n a l  a ttrib u te  from th a t field). 
Similarly, w ith the  invariants, the constructo r’s precon­
dition m ust have the first line shown in Figure 1, or m any 
violations of the first invariant in the figure occur.
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1) debit(Purse_JM L_Test$TestD ebit)junit.fram ew ork.A ssertionFailedError: 
Method ’d e b i t ’ app lied  to  
Receiver: Purse(max=1, bal=0, pin={0123})
Argument amount: 1
Caused by: o rg .jm lspecs.jm lrac.runtim e.JM L ExceptionalPostconditionE rror: 
by method P u rse .d eb it regard ing  sp e c if ic a tio n s  a t
F ile  "P u rse .jav a" , l in e  9, ch a rac te r 17, when
’jm l$e’ i s  PurseException: overdrawn by 1 
a t  Purse.checkX Post$debit$Purse(Purse.java:256) 
a t  P u rse .d eb it(P u rse .jav a :3 4 7 )
F ig . 2. Example output from testing with jm lun it.
Adding postconditions from Figure 1 allows m any 
other errors in coding to  be detected. For example, w ith 
all the  postconditions restored, omissions of initializa­
tions of the b a la n c e  and p in  fields are detected. The 
postconditions can also detect incorrect coding in the 
loop of the checkP in  m ethod, b u t doing so requires test 
d a ta  for byte arrays th a t differ in only the positions not 
checked by the  code; we had to  add such d a ta  to  our 
initial set of test da ta , since the original test d a ta  did 
not detect these errors. Figuring out the right test d a ta  
to  add in th is case was subtle and could easily have been 
missed.
4.2.4 Experience
O ur experience shows th a t the tool allows one to  per­
form un it testing  w ith m inim al coding effort and detects 
m any kinds of errors. Ironically, about half of our test 
failures were caused by specification errors, which shows 
th a t the approach is also useful for debugging specifica­
tions. In addition, the tool can report assertion coverage 
inform ation, identifying assertions th a t are always true 
or always false, and thus indicating deficiencies in the 
set of test cases. However, the approach requires specifi­
cations to  be fairly com plete descriptions of the desired 
behavior, as the quality  of the  generated test oracles de­
pends on the quality  of the  specifications. Thus, the  ap­
proach trades the effort one m ight spend in w riting test 
cases for effort spent in w riting formal specifications.
4.2.5 Future Work
JM L /JU n it testing  is lim ited in th a t it only detects prob­
lems th a t are the  result of single m ethod or construc­
to r calls. Thus test d a ta  has to  be carefully crafted so 
th a t the m ethod is applied to  objects in sta tes th a t will 
fully exercise it. This process would be easier if the  test 
drivers would apply several m ethods in sequence to  var­
ious pieces of da ta . One alternative for doing this would 
be to  generate such sequences of m ethod calls au tom at­
ically. (An experim ental version of Daikon can do this.) 
A nother alternative is to  augm ent JM L w ith facilities 
to  w rite specifications for blocks of example code to  be 
used in testing.
4.2.6 Availability
jm lu n it is p a rt of the m ain JM L toolset. This toolset is 
available via w w w .jm lsp ecs.o rg . I t has been developed 
as an open source project hosted a t S o u rc e F o rg e .n e t.
5 S ta t ic  C h e c k in g  a n d  V e r if ic a tio n
In this section, we describe several tools for statically  
checking— or verifying— JM L annotations, providing dif­
ferent degrees of rigor and autom ation.
5.1 Extended Static Checking with E SC /Java
5.1.1 Overview and Goals
The E SC /Java  tool [36], originally developed a t Com paq 
Research, perform s w hat is called extended static check­
ing [27,60], compile-time checking th a t goes well beyond 
type checking. I t can check relatively simple assertions 
and can check for certain  kinds of common errors in Java 
code, such as dereferencing n u l l ,  indexing an array  ou t­
side its bounds, or casting a reference to  an im perm issi­
ble type. E SC /Ja va  supports a subset of JM L. For this 
subset it checks the consistency between the code and 
the given JM L annotations. The user’s in teraction w ith 
E SC /Java  is quite sim ilar to  the in teraction  w ith a com­
piler’s type checker: the  user includes JM L annotations 
in the code and runs the tool, and the tool responds w ith 
a list of possible errors in the program .
5.1.2 Design of the  Tool
JM L annotations affect E SC /Java  in two ways. F irst, 
the given JM L annotations help E SC /Java  suppress spu­
rious w arning messages. For example, in Figure 1, the 
constructo r’s precondition p != n u l l  lets E SC /Ja va  de­
term ine th a t the dereference of p in the constructo r’s 
body is valid, and thus no nu ll-dereference warning is 
produced. Second, annotations make E SC /Java  do addi­
tional checks. For example, when checking a caller of the 
P u rse  constructor, the precondition p != n u l l  causes 
E SC /Java  to  em it a warning if the  actual param eter
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for p m ay be passed in as n u l l .  In these two ways, the 
use of JM L annotations enables E SC /Java  to  produce 
warnings not a t the  source locations where errors m an­
ifest themselves a t runtim e, bu t a t the source locations 
where the errors are com m itted.
An interesting property  of E SC /Java  is th a t it is nei­
th er sound nor complete; th a t is, it neither warns about 
all errors, nor does it warn only about actual errors. 
This is a deliberate design choice: the  aim  is to  increase 
the  cost-effectiveness of the  tool. In some situations, con­
vincing a mechanical checker of the absence of some par­
ticu lar error m ay require a large num ber of JM L anno­
ta tions (consider, for example, a hypothetical program  
th a t dereferences n u l l  if four of the  program ’s large­
valued integer variables satisfy the equation in F erm at’s 
L ast Theorem ). To make the tool more cost-effective, 
it m ay therefore be prudent to  ignore the possibility of 
certain  errors, which is w hat E SC /Java  has been de­
signed to  do. The E SC /Java  U ser’s M anual [64] contains 
a list of all cases of unsoundness and incom pleteness in 
E S C /J a v a .
U nder the  hood, E SC /Ja va  is powered by detailed 
program  sem antics and an au tom atic (non-interactive) 
theorem  prover, Simplify [26]. E SC /Ja va  transla tes a 
given JM L -annotated  program  into verification condi­
tions [65,37,61]. Verification conditions are logical for­
mulas th a t are valid if and only if the  program  is free 
of the kinds of errors being analyzed. Any verification- 
condition counterexam ples found by the theorem  prover 
are tu rned  into program m er-sensible w arning messages, 
including the kind and source location of each potential 
error [62]. The U ser’s M anual for E SC /Java  [64] also 
provides a detailed description of the  sem antics of JM L 
annotations, as they  perta in  to  E S C /J a v a .
5.1.3 Exam ple
We refrain from giving details of an E SC /Java  example 
here. Instead, we describe an example in the context of 
E S C /J a v a ’s successor, E S C /Ja va 2 , in Section 5.2.3.
5.1.4 Experience
The first m ajor experience w ith E SC /Java  was to  ap­
ply the tool to  the  sources of its own front end, over 40 
KLOC of Java. This source was “fully anno ta ted” , m ean­
ing th a t enough specifications were given for E SC /Java  
to  check the  front end for run-tim e errors (like n u l l  
dereferences and array-index bounds errors) and spec­
ification violations (like precondition violations) w ith­
out producing any warnings. This and some other early 
experiences are described in the E SC /Ja va  overview pa­
per [36].
Applications to  Java C ard  are discussed in Section 8 . 
The experience applying E SC /Java  to  Java C ard was 
one of the  m otivations for the work on E S C /Ja va 2 , as 
m aintaining different versions of the A PI specification,
one using E S C /Ja va ’s dialect of JM L and one using the 
full JM L language, was becoming a lot of work.
5.1.5 Availability
The final binary  release (version 1.2.4) of E SC /Ja va  is 
available from C o m p aq /H P ’s web site: w w w .research . 
com paq.com /dow nloads.h tm l. The source code (includ­
ing th a t of related  tools, e.g. Houdini, Calvin, and Sim­
plify) is available as well. This source code release is ob­
scurely nam ed the “Java Program m ing Toolkit Source 
Release.” E SC /Ja va  only runs on x 86 machines w ith 
Linux and Microsoft W indows, Sun’s SPARC w ith So­
laris, and A lpha processors w ith H ew lett-Packard’s Tru64 
Unix.
5.2 E SC /Java2
5.2.1 Overview and Goals
Development of version 1 of E SC /Java  had ceased by 
the tim e the  C om paq Systems Research C enter became 
p a rt of H P Labs, where it was la ter dissolved. Conse­
quently, Cok and K iniry have in progress a version 2 of 
E S C /Ja va , bu ilt on the  source code release provided by 
C om paq and H P. This version has the following goals:
— to  m igrate the code base of E SC /Java  and the  code 
accepted by E SC /Ja va  to  Java 1.4;
— to  upd ate  E SC /Java  to  accept annotations consis­
ten t w ith the current version of JML;
— to  increase the am ount of JM L th a t is checked, while 
rem aining tru e  to  the  original engineering goals of 
E S C /J a v a .
5.2.2 Design of the  Tool
E SC /Java2  follows the design of E S C /J a v a . In addition, 
E S C /Ja va 2 , like E S C /Ja va , recognizes th a t the state-of- 
the-a rt of s ta tic  checking is such th a t not all m ism atches 
between code and specifications are reported  by static  
checking tools; th a t is, there are aspects which are un­
sound, typically because some of the Java sem antics are 
not yet fully modeled. Similarly, some generated warn­
ings are not actually  errors in the program ; th a t is, there 
are aspects which are incomplete, typically because cur­
rent theorem  provers are insufficiently powerful. I t is a 
goal of all such tools, including E S C /Ja va 2 , to  be as 
sound and com plete as is possible w ithin reasonable en­
gineering limits, b u t since no existing tools fully model 
or fully prove full m ulti-threaded Java (indeed, portions 
of the sem antics of the language are still being debated), 
the authors of bo th  E SC /Ja va  and E SC /Java2  believe 
th a t it is in the  in terests of users to  be explicit about the 
known sources of unsoundness and incompleteness.
E SC /Java2  does include im provem ents to  E SC /Java  
in the  following areas, while retain ing backwards com­
patib ility  in all bu t a few features:
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— It parses Java 1.4 (E SC /Java  only parsed Java 1.3). 
In particu lar E SC /Java2  handles the Java a s s e r t  
sta tem ent. A tool option allows the user to  choose 
w hether Java a s s e r t  sta tem ents are trea ted  as s ta te ­
m ents th a t m ay throw  exceptions (per the  Java se­
m antics) or w hether they  are trea ted  like a s s e r t  
sta tem ents in JM L, which are checked by the  sta tic  
checker.
— It handles the  current b inary  form at for Java classes.
— It parses all of current JM L. This is a som ewhat mov­
ing target, since JM L is the  subject of ongoing dis­
cussion and research. Nevertheless the  core p a rt of 
JM L is stable and th a t is the portion  th a t E SC /Java2  
a ttem p ts  to  statically  check. Some of the  more eso­
teric features of JM L (e.g. model program s) are only 
parsed and are ignored for purposes of sta tic  check­
ing.
— It allows specifications to  be placed in (multiple) files 
separate from the  im plem entation, using JM L ’s re­
finement features. E SC /Java2  makes checks by com­
bining all available specifications and im plem enta­
tions. I t also checks these specifications for consis­
tency.
— It follows the  JM L sem antics for specification inher­
itance. The constructs specific to  E SC /Java  version 
1 ( a ls o _ re q u ir e s ,  etc.) were dropped.
— It enlarges the  set of JM L features th a t are statically  
checked, m ost im portantly:
— Pure m ethods, which m ay be included in anno ta­
tions;
— Most aspects of a s s ig n a b le  clauses;
— Model fields, w ith the  associated r e p r e s e n ts ,  in  
and maps annotations.
5.2.3 Exam ple
As an example, if the second invariant in Figure 1 is 
om itted  and the current E SC /Java2  tool is applied to  
the  source code, the warnings shown in Figure 3 are pro­
duced. The warning messages indicate the  likely problem  
and the  source code location th a t violates the im plicit 
or explicit specification, namely, in th is case, the  im plicit 
specification th a t the  left-hand operand of the  derefer­
ence operation  m ust not be a null reference and th a t the 
index of an array  reference m ust be less th an  the  array  
length.
If E SC /Java2  is applied to  P u r s e . ja v a  as it stands 
(using a current version of JM L ’s specifications for Java 
system  classes), a warning will be produced reflecting 
the  fact th a t the specifications of the  behavior of c lo n e  
are not yet completed.
A source of unsoundness in E SC /Java (2 )  th a t is rel­
evant in the  Purse example is its handling of loops: 
by default, it will not a ttem p t verification of the  loop 
in checkP in , bu t sim ply unroll it once. This makes it 
easy for the  program m er, who doesn’t  have to  supply a 
loop invariant, bu t it m ay also miss errors. In contrast,
LO O P  and JA C K  (and E SC /Java2  w ith  the - lo o p S a fe  
switch) handle loops soundly, bu t then  require users to  
supply loop invariants. For th is case, the  loop invariant 
as illustrated  in Figure 4 would have to  be given.
5.2.4 Experience
The first m ajor p artia l verification using E SC /Java2  was 
done in early 2004 when the D utch Parliam ent decided 
in 2003 to  construct an In ternet-based rem ote voting 
system  for use by D utch expatriates. The SoS group at 
the University of Nijmegen was p a rt of an expert review 
panel for the  system  and also perform ed a black-box 
network and system  security evaluation of th is system  
in late 2003. T hey also were responsible for designing, 
implem enting, and verifying the  vote ta lly  subsystem  
of this system  in early 2004. This im plem entation used 
JM L and E SC /Java2  extensively.
E SC /Java2  m ade a very positive im pression on the 
SoS developers. Its  increased capabilities as com pared 
to  C om paq E S C /Ja va , particu larly  w ith regards to  han­
dling the  full JM L language, the  ability  to  reason w ith 
models and specifications w ith pure m ethods, are very 
impressive. And, while the tool is still classified as an 
“alpha” release, we found it to  be quite robust (per­
haps unsurprising given its history, the  use of JM L and 
E SC /Java2  in and on its own source code, and the fact 
th a t it is passed through seven alpha releases thus far). 
B ut there are still a num ber of issues w ith E SC /Java2  
and JM L th a t were highlighted by this verification effort 
and are discussed in another paper [54].
5.2.5 Future Work
There are a num ber of m ajor areas of developm ent of 
E S C /Java2  th a t will improve overall usability  of the tool, 
besides perform ance improvements.
— The use of model variables and m ethod calls in anno­
ta tio n  expressions. Model variables are an im portan t 
abstraction  m echanism  in w riting specifications and 
model m ethods allow much more readable and com­
pact specifications [23]. This is a current topic of re­
search and experim entation; m ost of w hat is needed 
to  support these features is a p a rt of the  current al­
pha release of E SC /Java2  [25].
— Checking of the frame conditions specified by JM L ’s 
a s s ig n a b le  clause (also known as m o d if ie s ) . I t is an 
acknowledged unsoundness of E SC /Ja va  th a t these 
are not checked and faulty a s s ig n a b le  clauses can 
be a subtle source of errors. E SC /Java2  checks m ost 
aspects of a s s ig n a b le  clauses. However, the default 
a s s ig n a b le  clause in JM L specifications is th a t ev­
erything is potentially  modified; th is in terp re ta tion  
is not curren tly  im plem ented.
— A rithm etic. JM L needs to  have available for specifi­
cations b o th  m athem atical integers and reals as well 
as the finite-precision approxim ations th a t are used
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P u rse .jav a :3 1 : Warning: P o ssib le  n u ll  dereference (Null)
fo r  ( in t  i=0; i  < 4; i++) { re s  = re s  && p in [ i]  == p [ i ] ;  }
P u rse .jav a :3 1 : Warning: Array index p o ssib ly  too  la rg e  (IndexTooBig) 
fo r  ( in t  i=0; i  < 4; i++) { re s  = re s  && p in [ i]  == p [ i ] ;  }
F ig . 3. Example E SC /Java2  warnings
in com puter program s. There is some initial work [18] 
incorporating these into JM L bu t as yet no axioma- 
tization  th a t enables reasoning w ith E S C /Ja va 2 .
The m ost significant aspect of future work, however, 
is experim entation w ith specification and sta tic  checking 
of larger, more varied, and real-world bodies of source 
code. Such experim entation is needed to  verify th a t JM L 
has the facilities th a t are needed for realistic specifica­
tions and th a t sta tic  checking tools such as E SC /Java2  
are capable of providing a benefit to  working program ­
mers.
5.2.6 Availability
An alpha version of E SC /Java2  is available from h t tp :  
/ / w w w .c s .k u n .n l /s o s / r e s e a r c h /e s c ja v a . The tool is 
a Java program  th a t is fairly platform -independent, bu t 
it uses the  Simplify prover, which is only available on 
Linux, W indows, Solaris, and MacOSX platform s.
5.3 Program Verification with LO O P
5.3.1 Overview and Goals
The LO O P  project a t the  University of Nijmegen sta rted  
out as an exploration of the  sem antics of object-oriented 
languages in general, and Java in particular. Only later 
did it evolve to  investigate verification of JM L -annotated  
Java. For a detailed overview of the  LO O P  pro ject we 
refer to  [50].
5.3.2 Design of the  Tool
The project began w ith the form alization of a denota- 
tional sem antics of sequential Java [51] in the language 
of the theorem  prover PVS [82]. An associated compiler, 
called the  LO O P  tool [11], was developed, which tran s­
lates any given sequential Java class into PVS theories 
describing its semantics. In order to  conveniently use this 
as a basis for the  specification and verification of Java 
code, the LO O P  tool was then  extended to  also provide 
a formal sem antics of JM L, so th a t the  tool now tran s­
lates JM L -annotated  Java code into proof obligations for 
PVS, which one can try  to  prove interactively, in PVS. 
These proof obligations are expressed as a special kind of 
Hoare sta tem ents about m ethods, and they  are proved
using an associated Hoare logic [49] and weakest-pre- 
condition calculus [47] for Java and JM L, b o th  of which 
have been formalized in PVS.
A difference between LO O P  and b o th  E SC /Java(2)  
and JA C K  (see Section 5.4 for the JA C K  tool) is th a t 
it provides a so-called shallow em bedding of Java and 
JM L in PVS, defining a formal denotational sem antics 
of b o th  Java and JM L in PVS. This has its advantages. 
The Hoare logic and wp-calculi th a t are used have been 
com pletely formalized and proven sound w ith respect 
to  these sem antics in PVS, whereas bo th  E SC /Java(2)  
and JA C K  directly  rely on an axiom atic semantics. Also, 
our sem antics of Java in PVS is still (symbolically) ex­
ecutable to  a degree, as it lets PVS evaluate the  de­
no tation  of a program . This has been very useful in the 
extensive testing  and debugging of our formal semantics, 
where we com pared the results of the norm al execution 
of a Java program , i.e. the  result of executing its byte­
code on a Java VM, and the symbolic execution of its 
sem antics in PVS.
5.3.3 Exam ple
Using the LO O P  tool to  verify the example in Figure 1 
fails for the constructor, as it did for E S C /Ja va , because 
the specifications of the behavior of c lo n e  are incom­
plete. The verification of the m ethods is fully autom atic 
using L O O P , using its weakest precondition calculus, 
except th a t the  verification of ch eck P in  needs m anual 
in teraction in PVS to  supply the loop invariant, as the 
tool doesn’t  handle JM L ’s lo o p _ in v a r ia n t  yet.
5.3.4 Experience
Case studies w ith the LO O P  tool are discussed in [12, 46, 
48]. Verification of JM L -annotated  code w ith the LO O P  
tool (especially the  required interactive theorem  proving 
w ith PVS) can be very labor-intensive, bu t allows verifi­
cation of more com plicated properties th an  can be han­
dled by fully au tom ated  extended sta tic  checking using 
E S C /J a v a . Because of th is labor-intensive nature, one 
will typically first w ant to  use other, less labor-intensive, 
approaches, such as runtim e assertion checking or ex­
tended sta tic  checking, to  remove some of the errors in 
the code or specifications before tu rn ing  to  the  LO O P  
tool. Experiences w ith such a combined approach are 
described in [13]. The possibility to  do th is is an im por­
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ta n t — if not crucial— advantage of using a specification 
language th a t is supported  by a range of tools.
The LO O P  tool generates a single proof obligation 
for each m ethod and constructor, expressed as a Hoare 
sta tem ent. I t does not, as commonly done in verification 
condition generators, split th is up into smaller verifica­
tion  conditions. Instead, this sp litting  up is done inside 
the  theorem  prover PVS, using dedicated proof s tra te ­
gies. A disadvantage of this is th a t the  size of proof obli­
gations th a t can be com fortably handled in PVS has 
become a bottleneck.
5.3.5 Future Work
Ongoing work on the LO O P  tool includes support for 
the  different forms of arithm etic as proposed in [18] and 
investigations into proving inform ation flow properties. 
The longer te rm  plans for the LO O P  tool are currently  
not clear.
5.3.6 Availability
The LO O P  tool is not publicly available, sim ply because 
it is not easy to  use w ithout intensive user support and 
docum entation  th a t we cannot provide. Actually, LO O P  
itself is easy enough to  use — it is sim ply a compiler th a t 
o u tpu ts PVS — bu t dealing w ith the large and num er­
ous PVS theories it ou tp u ts  requires considerable (PVS) 
expertise.
5.4 S ta tic  Verification with JA C K
5.4.1 Overview and Goals
The J A C K  [15] tool was initially  developed at the  re­
search lab of Gemplus, a m anufacturer of sm artcards and 
sm artcard  software. Further developm ent is now happen­
ing at INRIA. JA C K  aims to  provide an environm ent 
for Java and Java C ard program  verification using JM L 
annotations. I t im plem ents a fully au tom ated  weakest 
precondition calculus in order to  generate proof obli­
gations from JM L -annotated  Java sources. Those proof 
obligations can then  be discharged using different theo­
rem  provers.
The m ain design goals are an easily accessible user 
interface, a high degree of autom ation, a high correctness 
assurance, and prover independence.
5.4.2 Design of the  Tool
The m ain goal of JA C K  is th a t it should be usable by 
norm al Java developers, allowing them  to  validate their 
own code, following, in th is way, the JM L philosophy. 
Thus, care has been taken to  hide the m athem atical for­
m ulation of the  underlying concepts. To allow develop­
ers to  work in a fam iliar environm ent, JA C K  is inte­
grated  as a plug-in to  the  Eclipse2 IDE. This plug-in 
allows users to  generate proof obligations, to  run  the 
autom atic provers, and to  inspect the  generated lem­
mas. To facilitate th is last task, JA C K  provides a ded­
icated proof obligation viewer. This viewer presents the 
proof obligations as execution paths w ithin the program , 
highlighting the  source code relevant to  the proof obli­
gations. Moreover, goals and hypotheses are displayed 
in a Java/JM L -like notation . The user can then  work 
w ithin its current developm ent tool, add the  JM L anno­
ta tions and check partia lly  the correctness of the  code 
in a familiar environm ent.
J A C K ’s core is an im plem entation, in Java, of a 
weakest precondition calculus. This ensures proof obliga­
tion generation w ithout user interaction. Following this 
step, autom atic provers are used to  prove the  generated 
lemmas. Users then  have to  check w hether any rem ain­
ing lemmas are valid or not. To reduce the rem aining 
costly m anual task  -  creating the JM L annotation  as­
sertions -  we have developed and in tegrated  in JA C K  a 
pro to type th a t annotates source code w ith assertions by 
propagation of pre and post conditions. This is a way to  
reduce the cost of using JM L, since, a t the m om ent, the 
m ain issue when using JA C K  is the tim e spent an n o ta t­
ing classes.
JA C K  is not based on a form alization of Java as 
LO O P  is; thus one cannot easily prove the formal cor­
rectness of the tool, and the im plem entation of the  weak­
est precondition calculus can contain bugs. Nevertheless, 
the aim  of the  tool is to  be complete and sound (i.e. to  
generate all proof obligations th a t are valid if and only if 
the application respects its form alization). So, users can 
choose to  check partia lly  the  correctness of their applica­
tion by ju s t reviewing the  unproved proof obligations, or 
they  can also prove all the  proof obligations using an in­
teractive theorem  prover, thereby obtaining a complete 
assurance on the developm ent correctness.
JA C K  provides an interface to  au tom atic theorem  
provers. Currently, the prover of the  Atelier B toolkit, 
Simplify (the prover used in E S C /Ja va ), and PVS are 
integrated. These provers are in tegrated  as plug-ins in 
J A C K . Since J A C K  is based on an in term ediate lemma 
form ulation language, it is quite easy to  in tegrate new 
provers by im plem enting a tran sla to r from th is interm e­
d iate language to  the prover input. Interfacing several 
provers increases the  au tom atic proof ratio. This also al­
lows people to  prove any rem aining lemmas interactively 
in their preferred prover.
The actually  interfaced au tom atic provers can usu­
ally autom atically  prove up to  90% of the proof obliga­
tions. The rem aining ones have to  be proved outside of 
J A C K , using the classical B proof tool, PVS, or the  Coq 
proof assistant. However, JA C K  is m eant to  be used by 
Java developers, who cannot be expected to  use a proof 
assistant. Therefore, in addition to  the proved and un­
2 h ttp ://w w w .ec lip se .o rg
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proved states, JA C K  adds a checked s ta te , which allows 
developers to  indicate th a t they  have m anually checked 
the  proof obligation. In order to  b e tte r  handle those 
cases, o ther different approaches could be investigated, 
such as in tegration w ith test tools such as jm lu n it , in­
tegration  of o ther proof assistants, or perhaps support 
from a proof-expert team .
5.4.3 Exam ple
The code of the  class given in the Figure 1 was proved 
using J A C K . To generate proof obligations au tom ati­
cally, loop invariants have to  be given explicitly in the 
code. Here, the  JM L annotation  of Figure 4 is added 
in the body of the  m ethod check P in  before the f o r  
sta tem ent. W hen th is annotation  is added, one can run  
J A C K , which then  calculates proof obligations au tom at­
ically and proves them  using the au tom ated  provers. 
Here, only three proof obligations rem ain unproved due 
to, yet again, the lack of com plete specification of the 
c lo n e ( )  m ethod in the  constructor.
5.4.4 Experience
Like E S C /Ja va , JA C K  tries to  hide the com plications of 
the  underlying theorem  prover from the user, by provid­
ing a push-bu tton  tool th a t norm al Java developers, and 
not ju s t formal m ethods experts, can and would like to  
use. We believe th a t th is m ay be a way to  let non-experts 
venture into the world of formal verification.
E S C /Ja va , L O O P , and JA C K  all use (or, in the 
case of L O O P , have the option of using) a weakest pre­
condition calculus to  generate verification conditions. 
E SC /Ja va  and LO O P  generate one verification condi­
tion  per m ethod im plem entation, whereas JA C K  gener­
ates roughly one verification condition per syntactic code 
p a th  th rough the code. So each of J A C K ’s verification 
conditions is smaller th an  those generated by E SC /Java  
and L O O P . On the o ther hand, JA C K  m ay generate 
a very large num ber of verification conditions. Though 
it generates ju s t one verification condition per m ethod, 
E SC /Ja va  factors its verification conditions differently 
th an  the  o ther two tools (see [37,61]) and therefore is 
able to  keep the one verification condition reasonably 
small. More im portan t th an  size, verification conditions 
generated by E SC /Ja va  often let the  theorem  prover 
avoid redundant work. J A C K ’s approach has the  ad­
vantage th a t it is easy to  pass the different verification 
conditions to  different theorem  provers.
5.4.5 Future Work
To increase the autom ation of th is validation phase, we 
are currently  thinking of interfacing J A C K  w ith  a coun­
terexam ple detector or runtim e test generator. We are 
also still investigating the annotation  generation and 
propagation  techniques since we consider th a t it can be 
a way to  reduce the cost of using the  tool.
5.4.6 Availability
JA C K  is currently  not publicly available.
6 G e n e r a t in g  S p e c if ic a tio n s
A part from checking th a t im plem entations m eet specifi­
cations, a considerable barrier to  en try  in the  use of any 
formal specification language is w riting specifications in 
the first place. The JM L tools discussed so far assume 
the existence of a JM L specification, and leave the task  
of w riting it to  the program m er. This task  can be tim e­
consuming, tedious, and error-prone, so tools th a t can 
help in th is task  can be of great benefit.
6.1 Invariant Detection with Daikon
6.1.1 Overview and Goals
The D aikon  invariant detector [31,32] is a tool th a t pro­
vides assistance in creating a specification. D aikon  ou t­
pu ts observed program  properties in JM L syntax (as well 
as o ther ou tp u t form ats) and autom atically  inserts them  
into a ta rg e t program .
6.1.2 Design of the  Tool
The Daikon  tool dynam ically detects likely program  in­
variants. In o ther words, given program  executions, it 
reports properties th a t were tru e  over those executions. 
The set of reported  properties is also known as an op­
erational abstraction. Dynam ic invariant detection op­
erates by observing values th a t a program  com putes 
a t runtim e, generalizing over those values, and repo rt­
ing the resulting properties. The properties reported  by 
Daikon  encom pass num bers (x < =  y, y  = =  ax  +  b), col­
lections (m ytree.conta ins(x ), m ylist.isSorted ()), point­
ers (n  = =  n .nex t.p rev ), and im plications (p != null 
==> p.value > x ); a com plete list appears in the Daikon  
user m anual.
Like any dynam ic analysis, the  accuracy of the in­
ferred invariants depends in p a rt on the  quality  and com­
pleteness of the  test cases, and other executions m ay fal­
sify some of the  reported  properties. (Furtherm ore, the 
actual behavior of the program  is not necessarily the 
same as its intended behavior.) However, Daikon  uses 
sta tic  analysis, s ta tistical tests, and other mechanisms 
to  reduce the num ber of false positives [33]. Even if a 
p roperty  is not tru e  in general, D aikon ’s ou tp u t provides 
valuable inform ation about the test suite over which the 
program  was run. Combining invariant detection w ith 
a sta tic  verifier such as E SC /Ja va  helps to  overcome 
the problem s of bo th  techniques: the  unsoundness of the 
dynam ic analysis and the sta tic  analysis’s need for an­
notations.
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//@ loop_ invarian t 0 <= i  <= 5;
//@ loop_ invarian t re s  == ( \ f o r a l l  in t  j ;  0 <= j && j < i ;  p in [ j]  == p [ j ] ) ;
F ig . 4. Loop invariant
6.1.3 Exam ple
In order to  apply D aikon  to  a program , a user runs an 
instrum ented version of the program  to  create a d a ta  
trace file, then  runs Daikon  over the  d a ta  trace file to  
produce likely invariants. The instrum ented version of 
the  program  contains, at program  points such as proce­
dure entries and exits, code th a t w rites the values of all 
variables in scope to  a trace file. In some cases (as for 
D aikon ’s C front end), the  instrum entation  is perform ed 
autom atically  on a compiled executable by a special run ­
tim e system. In o ther cases (as for D aikon ’s Java front 
end), the user runs a source-to-source transla to r th a t 
instrum ents the  program , then  runs the instrum ented 
program  in place of the  original.
Given a simple test suite th a t creates 1000 random  
P u rse  objects and invokes d e b i t  on each one, the Daikon  
tool autom atically  generates the annotations of Figure 1, 
except th a t the  current version of D aikon  does not gen­
erate  JM L ’s s ig n a l s  clauses. D aikon ’s ou tp u t is correct 
JM L th a t is parseable by the JM L toolset.
6.1.4 Experience
Even w ith m odest test suites, D aikon ’s ou tp u t is re­
m arkably accurate. In one set of experim ents [80], over 
90% of the  properties th a t it reported  were verifiable by 
E SC /Ja va  (the o ther properties were true, bu t were be­
yond the capabilities of E S C /Ja va ), and it reported  over 
90% of the  properties th a t E SC /Ja va  needed in order to  
com plete its verification. For example, if Daikon  gener­
ated  100 properties, users had  only to  delete less th an  
10 properties and to  add another 10 properties in order 
to  have a verifiable set of properties. In another experi­
m ent [81], users who were provided w ith Daikon  ou tp u t 
(even from unrealistically bad  test suites) perform ed sta ­
tistically  significantly b e tte r on a program  verification 
task  th an  did users who did not have such assistance.
In addition to  aiding the task  of sta tic  checking as 
described above, operational abstractions generated by 
the  Daikon  invariant detector have been used to  generate 
and improve test suites [44,93,40], au tom ate  theorem ­
proving [78,79], identify refactoring opportunities [53], 
aid program  analysis [29,30], choose m odalities [67], pre­
d ict incom patibilities in com ponent upgrades [71,72], de­
tec t anomalies and bugs [89,43,87,14,70], and isolate er­
rors [92,39,66], among other uses.
6.1.5 Future Work
As noted above, Daikon  does not generate JM L s ig n a l s  
clauses for exceptional m ethod exits. Doing so requires
enhancem ents to  the  language-specific front ends, bu t 
no significant changes to  Daikon  proper. A nother in­
strum enta tion  enhancem ent th a t we are pursuing is re­
placing the current Java instrum enter (which perform s 
a source-to-source translation) by one th a t is em bed­
ded in the Java V irtual machine and works on compiled 
Java program s. This change will simplify using Daikon  
by reducing the work required of a user. Finally, m ak­
ing Daikon work online — taking d a ta  from a running 
program  ra th e r th an  from a trace file — will reduce the 
num ber of steps to  1 , which is the same as currently  re­
quired to  run  any Java program  (via the  java  com m and).
O ur m ain research th ru s t is not to  improve D aikon  
itself, bu t to  find more uses for the operational abstrac­
tions th a t it produces. Linking it to  verification tools 
from the JM L toolset is ju s t one application; some o th ­
ers were noted  above in Section 6.1.4.
6.1.6 Availability
D aikon  is publicly available, in b o th  source and com­
piled form, from h t t p : / / p a g . c s a i l .m i t . e d u / d a i k o n / .
D aikon  includes front ends for Java, C, Perl, and o ther 
languages and input form ats.
Several o ther im plem entations of dynam ic invariant 
detection exist [43,87,45]. However, they  do not produce 
ou tp u t in JM L form at, they  are not publicly available, 
and they  check and report only a small fraction of the 
properties th a t Daikon  does [83].
6.2 Inferring annotations with Houdini
6.2.1 Overview and Goals
An obstacle to  using program  verification tools such as 
E SC /Java  on legacy code is the  lack of annotations in 
such a program . The warnings more likely point out 
missing annotations th an  errors in the  code. The Hou- 
dini tool [35,34] a ttem p ts  to  alleviate th is problem  by 
supplying m any of the missing annotations.
6.2.2 Design of the  Tool
Houdini works by m aking up candidate annotations for 
the given program . Such candidate annotations compare 
fields and array  lengths to  - 1 , 0 , 1 , constants used in 
array  constructors, n u l l ,  t r u e ,  and f a l s e  (depending 
on the type of the field), and indicate th a t arrays and 
sub-arrays contain no null elements. To find which of 
the candidate annotations hold for the program , Hou- 
dini repeatedly  invokes E S C /Ja va , removing those can­
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didate  annotations th a t E SC /Java  finds to  be inconsis­
ten t w ith the code. W hen all rem aining candidate an­
notations are consistent w ith the  code, H oudini invokes 
E SC /Ja va  a final tim e to  produce warnings th a t are then  
presented to  the user. H oudini thus retains the  precision 
of E S C /Ja va , trad ing  quick tu rnaround  for a reduced 
annotation  effort.
Note th a t any user-supplied JM L annotations in the 
program  still get used by H oudini, since they  become 
p a rt of each invocation of E S C /J a v a . Thus, the benefits 
of using JM L annotations are the same for H oudini as for 
E S C /Ja va , bu t H oudini can find program  errors from a 
sm aller set of user-supplied JM L annotations.
6.2.3 Exam ple
If the class in Figure 1 is given to  H oudini w ithout 
any annotations, then  H oudini will produce a num ber 
of candidate annotations, including the invariants 0 <= 
b a la n c e  and 1 <= b a la n c e  and the  Purse-constructo r 
preconditions 0 <= b and 1 <= b. If the given program  
contains a call to  the  P u rse  constructor th a t passes in 0 
for b, then  the candidate precondition 1 <= b is refuted 
and removed. Since the constructor assigns b to  b a la n c e , 
the  candidate invariant 1 <= b a la n c e  will then  eventu­
ally also become refuted.
H oudini will also include b a la n c e  <= MAX_BALANCE 
am ong m any other candidate annotations, bu t will not 
include, for example, the  universal quantifications shown 
in Figure 1.
6.2.4 Experience
H oudini has been applied to  a num ber of real applica­
tion  program s, the initial account of which is reported  
in [35]. For each of the applications, Houdini (in concert 
w ith E S C /Ja va ) was able to  find errors. The num ber of 
warnings produced was generally larger th an  the num ­
ber of warnings inspected by a user. For example, in the 
36-KLOC program  “C obalt” [35], only 200 of the  540 
warnings were inspected by a user, though this inspec­
tion  revealed 8 errors. In the  largest program  to  which 
H oudini was applied, a system s adm inistration  tool com­
prising 500 KLOC of Java, the  num ber of warnings pro­
duced was too large to  be particu larly  useful, though an 
inspection of 10 of the warnings still revealed 2 program  
errors. The experience w ith H oudin i, albeit lim ited, sug­
gests th a t it is possible for a user to  inspect a program  
for errors a t a ra te  of upwards of 1000 LOC per hour.
6.2.5 Future Work
Though H oudini has found real errors, some problems 
make the  tool less effective th an  one would like. We men­
tion  three such problems here.
F irst, H oudin i’s simple s tra tegy  for producing candi­
date  annotations lim its the num ber of E SC /Ja va  warn­
ings it can suppress. Future work m ight consider apply­
ing more sta tic  analysis or dynam ic profiling to  improve 
the initial set of candidate annotations.
Second, to  reduce the num ber of warnings produced, 
it is im portan t for H oudini to  infer good class invari­
ants. Even in the cases where H oudin i’s candidate set 
includes the necessary invariants, H oudini m ay fail to  
infer them  because the first point a t which they  hold is 
unknown. For example, E SC /Java  generally checks th a t 
an ob jec t’s invariant has been established before the  ob­
je c t’s constructor invokes any m ethod on the object. B ut 
the purpose of such a m ethod invocation is sometimes 
to  help establish the o b jec t’s invariant in the  first place. 
In an a ttem p t to  improve th is situation, Houdini uses a 
special mode of E S C /Ja va , where E SC /Java  inlines any 
m ethod call from a constructor. This mode allows Hou- 
dini to  infer b e tte r invariants, bu t sometimes produces 
enorm ous verification conditions in E S C /J a v a . Future 
work m ight find a b e tte r solution to  th is problem.
Third, to  avoid forcing users to  w rite loop invariants, 
E SC /Java  by default analyzes only a fixed num ber of 
unrollings of each loop. If the  loop is known always to  
go through more iterations th an  are unrolled (for exam ­
ple, if a f o r  loop iterates exactly 10 times, where 10 
is a constant m entioned in the  loop head), then  the ef­
fect is th a t E S C /J a v a ’s analysis doesn’t  ever reach the 
o ther side of the  loop. This m ay be acceptable in a m an­
ual application of E S C /Ja va , since E SC /Ja va  perform s 
m odular checking m ethod by m ethod, and therefore the 
checking of o ther m ethods is unaffected. However, for 
H oudini, whose inference is more like th a t of a whole- 
program  analysis, this situa tion  can have a paralyzing 
effect on the entire program  analysis. Houdini side steps 
this situation  by using a special mode of E S C /Ja va , 
where E SC /Ja va  in effect introduces a jum p  from its 
last unrolling of the loop until after the  loop. This is 
much b e tte r  for H oudini, bu t it also introduces execu­
tion paths th a t don’t  exist in the given program , which 
leads to  o ther problems. Perhaps there are b e tte r  solu­
tions.
6.2.6 Availability
W ork on the H oudini tool petered  out in 2001 w ith the 
transform ation of the  C om paq Systems Research Center. 
The sources of the  final version of H oudini are available 
in the E SC /Java  source distribution, nam ed the “Java 
Program m ing Toolkit Source Release” , a t h ttp ://w w w . 
resea rch .co m p aq .co m /d o w n lo ad s .h tm l.
7 D o c u m e n ta t io n
G enerating hum an-readable web pages from JM L spec­
ifications is accomplished by the  jm ldoc tool.
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7.1 jmldoc
7.1.1 Overview and Goals
The goal of the  jm ldoc  tool is to  produce HTM L pages 
like those produced by the javadoc tool, bu t including 
inform ation from JM L annotations as well. JM L allows 
specifications to  be spread across a num ber of refinement 
files. This is essential, for example, in the case th a t the 
Java source code m ay not be modified to  include specifi­
cations d irectly  in the source code. Even w ithin one file, 
the  specifications relevant to  the  class m ay be spread 
throughout the  file, m aking easy spotting  of a relevant 
invariant difficult. Also, JM L enforces behavioral inher­
itance, in which an overriding m ethod m ust satisfy the 
specification of the m ethods it overrides. Accordingly, 
jm ldoc  includes in the HTM L representation of the spec­
ifications of a m ethod the  specifications of the m ethods 
it overrides. By combining and grouping these specifica­
tions appropriately, jm ldoc  makes them  more accessible 
to  the program m er. P articu larly  for those accustom ed 
to  browsing the javadoc docum entation  of an API, the 
inclusion of the  additional specifications in a formal no­
ta tio n  as provided by jm ldoc  is expected to  be a conve­
nience.
7.1.2 Design of the  Tool
The jm ldoc tool is designed to  leverage as much of bo th  
the  JM L tools and the  javadoc tool as possible. I t uses 
the  classes of the  JM L checker to  parse, typecheck, and 
provide an AST th a t includes specifications of each class 
and m ethod being docum ented. The javadoc tool pro­
vides a doclet A P I  th a t allows some reuse of the javadoc 
framework. M any of the  contribu ted  doclets use the pro­
vided classes to  parse valid Java source code w ith javadoc 
com m ents and then  to  do checks or alternative process­
ing on those files, such as producing PD F ra th e r th an  
H TM L or checking th a t all m ethods do indeed have 
javadoc com m ents. The jm ldoc tool instead alters (by 
derivation) the  m echanism  th a t generates the  HTM L 
pages in order th a t the  ou tp u t will contain in addition 
inform ation about the  JM L annotations in the source 
files, as provided by the  JM L-generated AST. In this 
way, the  jm ldoc  tool rem ains consistent w ith the other 
JM L tools in their handling of the  JM L language, bu t 
it also produces HTM L pages consistent w ith o ther cur­
ren t javadoc docum entation  and w ith th a t produced by 
the  javadoc tool itself. Aside from accepting additional 
com m and-line options appropriate to  JM L, jm ldoc is in­
tended  to  be a drop-in replacem ent for javadoc .
7.1.3 Exam ple
An example of jm ldoc's  ou tp u t is shown in Figure 5; 
it shows the current ou tp u t produced for the  m ethod 
H ashM ap.size as currently  specified by JM L specifica­
tions for Java system  classes.
7.1.4 Experience
The m ain experience we have w ith jm ldoc  is in docum en­
ta tio n  of packages th a t ship w ith JM L, such as JM L ’s 
built-in types for modeling and its samples, and w ith 
docum entation of p arts  of the Java stan d ard  libraries. 
W hile these are used by JM L users on a daily basis, 
there have been no formal case studies of the usefulness 
of jmldoc. Inform al reports, however, have been positive.
7.1.5 Future Work
The tool is being m aintained as p a rt of the  JM L toolset, 
bu t not being extended further o ther th an  to  keep pace 
w ith changes in the  definition of JM L itself. Extensive 
m aintenance is also needed to  keep pace w ith changes 
in the  doclet API w ith each new version of Java. As 
it happens, the portions of the  doclet A PI th a t are ex­
tended by jm ldoc  have been changing significantly even 
between m inor releases of javadoc . If th is ra te  of change 
continues, the  JM L project m ay need to  seek an alter­
native design th a t is not tied  as closely to  the current 
appearance of javadoc docum entation in order to  lessen 
the m aintenance burden.
7.1.6 Availability
The jm ldoc  tool was authored  by David Cok along the 
lines of the  goals espoused by Raghavan [88]. I t is p a rt of 
the m ain JM L toolset available via w w w .jm lspecs.o rg , 
which is developed as an open source project hosted at 
S o u rc e F o rg e .n e t.
8 A p p lic a tio n s  o f  J M L  to  J a v a  C a rd
A lthough JM L is able to  specify a rb itra ry  sequential 
Java program s, m ost of the serious applications of JM L 
and JM L tools up to  now have targeted  Java Card. 
Java C a rd ™  is a dialect of Java specifically designed 
for the  program m ing of the  la test generation of sm art­
cards. Java C ard  is adapted  to  the hardw are lim itations 
of sm artcards; for instance, it does not support floating 
point num bers, strings, object cloning3, or threads.
Java C ard  is a well-suited target for the  application 
of formal m ethods. I t is a relatively simple language 
w ith a restricted  API. Moreover, Java C ard programs, 
called applets, are small, typically on the order of several 
K Bytes of bytecode. Additionally, correctness of Java 
C ard  program s is of crucial im portance, since they  are 
used in sensitive applications, e.g. as bank cards, iden­
tity  cards, and in mobile phones. Furtherm ore, once such
3 The fact th a t Java Card does not have cloning means th a t a 
version of the Purse example in Figure 1 rewritten to  Java Card 
rather than  Java does verify using E SC /Java, LO O P , or JA C K . 
Indeed, the absence of clone in Java Card is a reason why dealing 
with clone has not been a priority in these tools.




size in interface Hap 
Overrides:
size in ClBSS AbstractMap
Specifications: (inherited)pure
Specifications inherited from  overridden m ethod in class A bstractM ap:
— None —
Specifications inherited from  overridden m ethod in interface M ao: 
pure
public n o rm a lb e h a v io r  
ensures \result == this.theMap.int_size(); 
im p lie s th a t
ensures \result >=0;
F ig . 5. Example jmldoc output
sm artcards are issued, it is difficult, if not impossible, to  
fix any software errors.
JM L, and several tools for JM L, have been used for 
Java Card, especially in the  context of the E U -supported 
project VerifiCard (w w w .v e r if ic a rd .o rg ).
JM L has been used to  w rite a formal specification 
of alm ost the  entire Java C ard A PI [86]. This experi­
ence has shown th a t JM L is expressive enough to  specify 
non-trivial existing A PI classes. The runtim e assertion 
checker has been used to  specify and verify a com ponent 
of a sm artcard  operating system  [85].
E SC /Java  has been used w ith great success to  verify 
a realistic example of an electronic purse im plem entation 
in Java C ard [16]. This case study  was instrum ental in 
convincing industrial users of the usefulness of JM L and 
feasibility of au tom ated  program  checking by E SC /Java  
for Java C ard  applets. In fact, th is case study  provided 
the  m otivation for the developm ent of the JA C K  tool 
discussed earlier, which is specifically designed for Java 
C ard program s. One of the  classes of the  electronic purse 
has also been verified using the LO O P  tool [12]. An 
overview of the work on th is electronic purse, and the 
way in which E SC /Java  and LO O P  can be used to  com­
plem ent each other, is given in [13].
As witnessed by the developm ent of the JA C K  tool 
by Gemplus, Java C ard  sm artcard  program s m ay be 
one of the niche m arkets where formal m ethods have 
a prom ising future. Here, the  cost th a t companies are 
willing to  pay to  ensure the absence of certain  kinds of 
bugs is quite high. It seems th a t, given the current sta te  
of the  art, using sta tic  checking techniques to  ensure 
relatively simple properties (e.g., th a t no runtim e ex­
ception ever reaches the  top-level w ithout being caught) 
seems to  provide an acceptable return-on-investm ent. It 
should be noted th a t the  very sim plicity of Java C ard is 
not w ithout its drawbacks. In particular, the  details of 
its very prim itive com m unication w ith sm artcards (via 
a byte array  buffer) is not easily abstrac ted  away from. 
It will be interesting to  investigate if J2M E (Java 2 Mi­
cro E dition), which targets  a wider range of electronic
consumer products, such as mobile phones and PDAs, is 
also an interesting application dom ain for JML.
9 R e la te d  W o rk
9.1 Java
M any runtim e assertion checkers for Java exist, for ex­
ample Jass, iC ontract, and Parasoft's jC on trac t, to  name 
ju s t a few. Each of these tools has its own specification 
language, thus specifications w ritten  for one tool do not 
work in any other tool. And while some of these tools 
support higher-level constructs such as quantifiers, all 
are quite prim itive when com pared to  JM L. For exam ­
ple, none include support for pu rity  specification and 
checking, model m ethods, refinements, or un it test inte­
gration. The developers of Jass have expressed interest 
in moving to  JM L as their specification language.
The C hAsE  tool [17] is a sta tic  checker for JM L's 
a s s ig n a b le  clauses. I t perform s a syntactic check on 
such clauses, which, in the spirit of E S C /Ja va , is nei­
ther sound nor complete, bu t which spots m any mis­
takes m ade in the user's assignable clauses. C hAsE  was 
developed to  complement the  functionality  missing in 
o ther tools: not checking assignable clauses was one of 
the sources of unsoundness of E S C /J a v a . Also, assign­
able clauses are not checked by the runtim e assertion 
checker, m aking errors in assignable clauses hard  to  de­
tect. The functionality  to  check assignable clauses is now 
incorporated in E S C /J a v a 2 . Also, the  JM L runtim e as­
sertion checker has s ta rted  to  incorporate some of this 
functionality.
In addition to  E SC /Java(2), L O O P , and J A C K , sev­
eral o ther tools exist for the  verification of Java code, 
for instance Krakatoa [69], Jive  [74], and K e Y  [1]. The 
Krakatoa tool also uses JM L as specification language; it 
produces proof obligations for the  theorem  prover Coq. 
It is planned th a t Jive will also s ta r t supporting JML.
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The K e Y  tool uses OCL instead as its specification lan­
guage, and is in tegrated  w ith a commercial CASE tool.
9.2 Other languages
SPARK (w w w .sparkada.com , [4]) is an initiative similar 
to  JM L in m any respects, bu t much more m ature, and 
targeting  A da ra ther th an  Java. SPARK (which stands 
for Spade Ada Kernel) is a language designed for pro­
gram m ing high-integrity system s. It is a subset of Ada95 
(w ith no object references and subclasses, for example) 
enriched w ith annotations to  enable tool support. This 
includes tools for data- and information-flow analysis, 
and for code verification, in particu lar to  ensure the ab­
sence of runtim e exceptions [2]. Spark has been success­
fully used to  construct high-integrity system s th a t have 
been certified using the Common Criteria, the ISO stan ­
dard  for the certification of inform ation technology secu­
rity. SPARK and the associated tools are m arketed by 
Praxis Critical Systems L td., dem onstrating th a t this 
technology is commercially viable.
A more recent initiative th a t is very sim ilar to  JM L 
is S p ec#  [6]. The S p ec#  language extends C #  w ith 
contract specifications, analogously to  the  way JM L ex­
tends Java. The S p ec#  compiler then  introduces runtim e 
checks for the  declared specifications (akin to  jm lc), and 
the  Boogie program  verifier tries to  prove these speci­
fications sta tically  using an au tom atic theorem  prover 
(akin the tools described in Section 5). One difference 
between S p ec#  and JM L is th a t S p ec#  builds in a new 
m ethodology for object invariants [5,63,7], trad ing  re­
strictions on the kinds of program s th a t can be w ritten  
for a sound m odular reasoning technique.
9.3 OCL: U M L’s constraint language
Despite the  sim ilarity in the  acronyms, JM L is very dif­
ferent in its aims from UML [90]. The m ost basic differ­
ence is th a t the UML aims to  cover all phases of anal­
ysis and design w ith m any notations, and it tries to  be 
independent of program m ing language, while JM L only 
deals w ith detailed designs (for APIs) and is tied  to  Java. 
The model in JM L refers to  abstract, specification-only 
fields th a t can be used to  describe the behavior of vari­
ous types. B y contrast, the model of UML refers to  the 
general modeling process (analysis and design) and is 
not lim ited to  abstractions of individual types.
JM L does have some things in common w ith the Ob­
jec t C onstrain t Language (OCL) [91], which is p a rt of 
the  UML standard . Like JM L, OCL can be used to  spec­
ify invariants and pre- and postconditions. An im portan t 
difference is th a t JM L explicitly targets Java, whereas 
OCL is not specific to  any one program m ing language. 
One could say th a t JM L is related  to  Java in the  same 
way th a t OCL is related  to  UML.
JM L clearly has the  disadvantage th a t it can not be 
used for, say, C + +  program s, whereas OCL can. B u t it
also has obvious advantages when it comes to  syntax, 
semantics, and expressivity. Because JM L sticks to  the 
Java syntax  and typing rules, a typical Java program m er 
will prefer JM L no tation  over OCL notation, and, for 
instance, prefer to  w rite (in JM L):
in v a r i a n t  p in  != n u l l  && p in . l e n g th  == 5;
ra ther th an  the OCL:
in v : p in  <> n u l l  and p in - > s iz e ( )  = 5
JM L supports all the Java modifiers such as s t a t i c ,  
p r iv a te ,  p u b lic ,  etc., and these can be used to  record 
detailed design decisions for different readers. Further­
more, there are legal Java expressions th a t can be used 
in JM L specifications bu t th a t cannot be expressed in 
OCL.
More significant th an  these lim itations, or differences 
in syntax, are differences in sem antics. JM L builds on 
the (well-defined) sem antics of Java. So, for instance, 
e q u a ls  has the same m eaning in JM L and Java, as does 
==, and the same rules for overriding, overloading, and 
hiding apply. One cannot expect th is for OCL, although 
efforts to  define a sem antics for OCL are underway.
In all, we believe th a t a language like JM L, which 
is tailored to  Java, is b e tte r suited for recording the de­
tailed design of Java program s th an  a generic language 
like OCL. Even if one uses UML in the developm ent of 
a Java application, it m ay be b e tte r to  use JM L ra ther 
th an  OCL for the specification of object constraints, es­
pecially in the  la ter stages of the  development. There 
has been work on autom atically  transla ting  OCL to  JM L 
[42].
10 C o n c lu s io n s
We believe th a t JM L presents a prom ising opportun ity  
to  gently introduce formal specification into industrial 
practice. I t has the following strong points:
1. JM L is easy to learn for any Java program m er, since 
its syntax  and sem antics are very close to  Java. We 
believe th is a crucial advantage, as a big hurdle to  
introducing formal m ethods in industry  is often th a t 
people are not willing, or do not have the tim e, to  
learn yet another language.
2. There is no need to  invest in the construction of a 
formal model before one can use JM L. O r rather: the 
source code is the formal model. This brings further 
advantages:
— It is easy to  introduce the use of JM L gradually, 
sim ply by adding the  odd assertion to  some Java 
code.
— JM L can be used for existing (legacy) code and 
APIs. Indeed, m ost applications of JM L and its 
tools to  da te  have involved existing APIs and 
code.
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— There is no discrepancy between the actual code 
and the formal model. In trad itional applications 
of formal m ethods there is often a gap between 
the formal model and the actual im plem entation, 
which m eans th a t some bugs in the im plem enta­
tion cannot be found, because they  are not p a rt 
of the  formal model, and, conversely, some prob­
lems discovered in the  formal model m ay not be 
relevant for the  im plem entation.
3. There is a growing availability of a wide range of tool
support for JML.
Unlike B, JM L does not impose a particu lar design 
m ethodology on its users. Unlike UML, VDM, and Z, 
JM L is tailored to  specifying bo th  the syntactic interface 
of Java code and its behavior. Therefore, JM L is be tte r 
suited th an  these alternative languages for docum enting 
the  detailed design of existing Java program s.
As a common no tation  shared by m any tools, JM L 
offers users m ultiple tools supporting the same notation. 
This frees users from having to  learn a whole new lan­
guage before they  can s ta rt using a new tool. The shared 
no ta tion  also helps the economics b o th  for users and tool 
builders. Any industrial use of formal m ethods will have 
to  be economically justified, by com paring the costs (the 
ex tra  tim e and effort spent) against the benefits (im­
provem ents in quality, num ber of bugs found). Having 
a range of tools, offering different levels of assurance 
a t different costs, makes it much easier to  s ta r t using 
JM L. One can begin w ith a technique th a t requires the 
least tim e and effort (perhaps runtim e assertion check­
ing) and then  move to  more labor-intensive techniques if 
and when th a t seems worthwhile, until one has reached a 
com bination of tools and techniques th a t is cost-effective 
for a particu lar situation.
Using any of the tools for sta tic  checking or verifi­
cation requires formal specifications of the APIs of any 
system  libraries used, and the cost of developing such 
specifications is very high. Indeed, the  largest case study  
to  date  in using JM L for specification is the ongoing work 
in developing specifications for substan tia l p a rts  of the 
Java system  libraries. Being able to  reuse these same 
specifications for different tools is an im portan t advan­
tage.
Future Work
There are still m any opportunities for further develop­
m ent of bo th  the JM L language and its tools. For in­
stance, we would also like to  see support for JM L in 
in tegrated  developm ent environm ents (such as Eclipse) 
and in tegration w ith o ther kinds of sta tic  checkers.
A m ajor recent extension to  JM L concerns the sup­
po rt for different forms of arithm etic, providing norm al 
m athem atical integers in addition to  Java 's n -b it 2's- 
com plem ents integers [18].
One im portan t aspect of future work is experim ent­
ing w ith the use JM L for specification of real-world code 
and APIs, and using the associated tools. There has 
been a lot of work on producing JM L specifications of 
the Java system  libraries (these can be downloaded from 
w w w .jm lspecs.o rg ), bu t more work is needed.
Using JM L to  specify real-world code raises m any 
interesting issues. For instance, JM L allows pure m eth­
ods to  be used in annotations, where pure m ethods are 
defined as those which have no side-effects. B u t th is is 
a very stric t definition, which can be im practical when 
w riting specifications, as m any m ethods (including some 
in core Java libraries) th a t program m ers intuitively as­
sume to  be pure are not pure, due to  unobservable and 
benevolent side-effects [59]. W ork continues on a b e tte r 
and more useful definition of purity, e.g. [8].
W ith  more tools supporting  JM L, and the  specifica­
tion language JM L growing in com plexity due to  the dif­
ferent features th a t are useful for the different tools, one 
im portan t challenge is m aintaining agreem ent on the se­
m antics of the  language between the different tools. One 
th ing th a t has become very clear in the  course of devel­
oping JM L is th a t precisely defining the sem antics of a 
specification language such as JM L is very tricky.
More generally, there are several fundam ental issues 
in the specification of object-oriented system s th a t are 
still active topics of investigation. The notion of object 
invariant is tricky in the  presence of callbacks [5, 7, 63, 
77]. A nother largely open issue is how concurrency prop­
erties should be specified.
As always in im perative program m ing, aliasing is a 
m ajor source of complications, and an im portan t source 
of bugs. For example, in the example in Figure 1 it is 
probably im portan t th a t in the constructor the  field p in  
is not sim ply aliased to  the  argum ent p, bu t th a t a new 
array  is created. However, the current specification does 
not dem and this. JM L should offer practical ways to  
constrain poten tia l aliasing. A first proposal is given in
[76].
The subtleties involved in such open problem s are ev­
idenced by the slightly different ways in which different 
tools approach these problems. This reflects the  research 
(as opposed to  industrial development) focus of m ost of 
those involved in JM L and its tools. Nevertheless, JM L 
seems to  be successful in providing a common notation  
and a sem antics th a t is, a t least for a growing core sub­
set, shared by m any tools, and as a common notation, 
JM L is already proving to  be useful to  bo th  tool devel­
opers and users.
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